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A classical gameProblem statement



A classical gameProblem statement

Let’s consider a simplified

variant of the game



Play with a shapeProblem statement

No restriction on the shapes of the ships to segments….

We play with polyominoes or more generally with any given digital shape!



2 playersProblem statement

First player: Alice Second player: Together



A given shapeProblem statement

First player: Alice

We choose together the 

shape of the ship…

S

Second player: Together



The gridProblem statement

S



Guessing gameProblem statement

Alice hides the ship

in the grid

by translating it…

S
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in the grid

by translating it…
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No rotation
No symmetry



Guessing gameProblem statement

Alice hides the ship

in the grid

by translating it…

S
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Guessing gameProblem statement

Where is Alice’s ship ?



Guessing gameProblem statement

Where is Alice’s ship ?

Let’s do some shots?
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Miss
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We do not consider this initial sequence of shots…



SimplificationProblem statement

Miss

Miss

Miss

Hit
Miss

Miss

Miss

Miss

Miss

We do not consider this initial sequence of shots…

Forget the first Misses…



Problem statement

Miss

Miss

Hit

We do not consider this initial sequence of shots…

Forget the first Misses…
MissStart the game from the first Hit…

Simplification



Problem statement

Miss

Miss

Hit

We do not consider this initial sequence of shots…

Forget the first Misses…
MissStart the game from the first Hit…

MissWhich shot should we play now ?

Simplification



Problem statement

Hit

Positions

S



Problem statement First hit at 0

MissWe assume w.l.g that the first hit 

occurs at coordinates (0,0).

(0,0)

S



Problem statement First hit at 0

(0,0)

S
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Position

p

(0,0)

S-p

Translation by -p



Problem statement

S

Position

p

(0,0)

We call this p the 

position

of the ship…

S-p

Translation by -p



Problem statement

S

Position

p

The position of the ship is the point of the shape that Alice sent to the origin… 

and which is hit at the initial shot.

(0,0)

We call this p the 

position

of the ship…

S-p
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For a shape of size n, 

Alice has the choice

between n positions p… 

and we have to guess p
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Problem statement Position

p

For a shape of size n, 

Alice has the choice

between n positions p… 

and we have to guess p



Problem statement Position

p

Alice chooses this position p



Problem statement Position

p

Alice chooses this position p



Guessing gameProblem statement

We have to guess the 

position p with shots.



Let’s playProblem statement



Let’s playProblem statement

Hit

Shot (0,0)



Let’s playProblem statement

Shot (0,-1)

Hit

Shot (0,0)



Let’s playProblem statement

Miss
Shot (0,-1)

Hit

Shot (0,0)



Let’s playProblem statement

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Shot (0,-1)

Hit

Shot (0,0)
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Let’s playProblem statement

Hit

Shot (0,0)

Miss
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Let’s playProblem statement

Hit

Shot (0,0)

Miss
Shot (0,-1)

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Let’s analyze the 

shooting sequence…



Let’s play

When we start, 

all positions are 

feasible…

Shot (0,0)

Hit



Let’s playShot (0,0)

Hit

At each step, we

represent the feasible

positions by 

When we start, 

all positions are 

feasible…



Let’s playShot (0,0)

Hit

Shot (0,-1)



Let’s play

Miss

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Shot (0,-1)



Let’s play

Miss

This Miss reduces

the set of feasible

positions

Miss

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Shot (0,-1)
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MissMiss
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Let’s play

MissMiss

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Shot (0,-1)



Let’s play

We found the position

with only 2 misses…

MissMiss

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Shot (0,-1)



Let’s play

MissMiss
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Shot (0,-1)
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Hit
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Let’s playShot (0,0)

Hit

Miss
Shot (0,-1)

HitShot (1,1)

Hit

Shot (2,0)

Miss
Shot (1,0)Only 2 misses…



Hit

Miss
Shot (0,-1)

Shot (0,1)

Hit

Miss

Hit

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Miss

Shot (1,-1)

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Miss

Shot (2,0)

Hit

Miss

Hit Miss

Shot (2,0)
Shot (1,0)

Hit



Hit

Miss
Shot (0,-1)

Shot (0,1)

Hit

Miss

Hit

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Miss

Shot (1,-1)

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Miss

Shot (2,0)

Hit

Miss

Hit Miss

Shot (2,0)
Shot (1,0)

Hit

Shooting 

algorithm

= 
Tree
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Hit

Miss

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Miss

Shot (2,0)

Hit

Miss

Hit Miss

Shot (2,0)
Shot (1,0)

Hit

Shooting 

algorithm

= 
Tree

Hit

Shot (0,-1)

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Miss
Shot (0,1)

Shot (1,-1)

At the leafs, the feasible

position is unique!



Miss

Hit

Hit

Miss

Miss

Shot (1,1)

Miss

Shot (2,0)

Hit

Miss

Hit Miss

Shot (2,0)
Shot (1,0)

Hit

Shooting 

algorithm

= 
Tree

Hit

Shot (0,-1)

Shot (0,0)

Hit

Miss
Shot (0,1)

Shot (1,-1)

We count the 

number of misses

from the root: here 1

1



Shot (0,0)

Shot (0,-1)

Shot (0,1)

Shot (2,0)

Shot (1,1)

Shot (1,-1)

Shot (2,0)

Shot (1,0)

2

2

2
1

2

10 1
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= 2
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1

2

1

0

1 Maximum number

of misses 
= 2
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What’s an efficient shooting algorithm ?

Which efficiency measure should we use ? 
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=1,375
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« uniform random player »
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2

1

2

1

0

1

What’s an efficient shooting algorithm ?

Which efficiency measure should we use ? 

Alice is not a 

« uniform random player »

If Alice knows our algorithm or

if she is cheating, 

she will always choose

our worst case…



2

2

2

1

2

1

0

1

the average ?

0+1+2+1+2+2+1+2

8
=1,375

What’s an efficient shooting algorithm ?

Which efficiency measure should we use ? 

Worst case

= 

Maximum number of 

misses



Algorithms designProblem statement

Given a shape S, our goal is to design a shooting algorithm

with a minimum maximum number of misses …



Min MaxProblem statement

Min Max Problem

Given a shape S, our goal is to design a shooting algorithm

with a minimum maximum number of misses …
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Min MaxProblem statement

Min Max Number of misses

Over all shooting 

algorithms
Over all positions 

of the shape

Given a shape S, our goal is to design a shooting algorithm

with a minimum maximum number of misses …

For a given algorithm



Battleship Complexity of a shapeProblem statement

Min Max Number of missesBattleship Compexity(S) =

Over all shooting 

algorithms
Over all positions 

of the shape

Given a shape S, our goal is to design a shooting algorithm

with a minimum maximum number of misses …



Battleship Complexity of a shapeProblem statement

Min Max Number of missesBattleship Compexity(S) =

Over all shooting 

algorithms
Over all positions 

of the shape

How to compute the B.complexity of a given shape ?

Polynomial Time ?

NP-hard ?

Approximations ?



Battleship Complexity of a shapeProblem statement

Open questions….

How to compute the B.complexity of a given shape ?

Polynomial Time ?

NP-hard ?

Approximations ?



Battleship Complexity of a shapeProblem statement

Open questions….

How to compute the B.complexity of a given shape ?

Polynomial Time ?

NP-hard ?

Give some algorithms for some classes of shapes

Approximations ?
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ShapesExamples



ShapesExamples



ShapesExamples



ShapesExamples

(0,0)



Unknown position chosen by AliceExamples

(0,0)



PlayExamples



Shot (-1,0)Examples

Hit

Shoot on the left until the firt miss



Examples

Hit

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

Shot (-2,0)



Examples

Miss

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

Shot (-3,0)



Examples

Miss

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

Shot (-3,0)



Examples

Miss

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

The position of the ship is determined…

Only 1 miss



Examples

Miss

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

We need at most 1 miss!

B-complexity(S)=1

S

Only 1 miss



Examples

We need at most 1 miss!

B-complexity(S)=1

Only 1 miss
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Shoot on the left until the firt miss
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Shoot down until the second miss
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RectangleExamples

Shoot on the left until the firt miss

Shoot down until the second miss

We have an algorithm with at most 2 misses.

There is no algorithm with at most 1 miss.

B-complexity(R)=2

R



ParallelogramsExamples

We have an algorithm with at most 2 misses.

There is no algorithm with at most 1 miss.

B-complexity(R)=2

R

The B-complexity is invariant by shifting

(more generally by morphisms (injective on S-S)).



ParallelogramsExamples

We have an algorithm with at most 2 misses.

There is no algorithm with at most 1 miss.

B-complexity(R)=2

R

The same strategy can be used for…



ShapesExamples

1
1



ShapesExamples
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ShapesExamples

1
1

2

2

2

2



ShapesExamples

1
1

2

2

2

2

3
3

3



More?Examples

1
1

2

2

2

2

3
3

3

Can we say something more general than a few observations ?
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NodeResults

Feasible positions

Shot (-2,1)



NodeResults

Feasible positions

Hit Miss

Shot (-2,1)

New feasible positions



Feasible positions Results

Feasible positions

Hit Miss

Shot (-2,1)

The set of the 

feasible positions 

decreases

at each shot!

New feasible positions



The set of the 

feasible positions 

decreases

at each shot!

Feasible positions Results



The set of the 

feasible positions 

decreases

at each shot!

height of the tree ≤ n

(n=size of the shape)

height ≤ n Results



The set of the 

feasible positions 

decreases

at each shot!

height of the tree ≤ n

(n=size of the shape)

Number of misses ≤ n-1

height ≤ n Results



Number of misses ≤ n-1

height ≤ n Results



First boundResults

Bound 1

For any shape of size n

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Number of misses ≤ n-1



First boundResults

Bound 1

For any shape of size n

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Tight ?



Parallelogram-free shapesResults

Bound 1

For any shape of size n
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YES: for any parallelogram-free shape, we have 
B-complexity(S)=n-1
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Parallelogram-free shapesResults

YES: for any parallelogram-free shape, we have 
B-complexity(S)=n-1

Non Parallelogram-free shape

There exists 4 distinct points u,v,s,t in S 
with v-u=t-s

Parallelogram-free shape



What happens with parallelogram-free shapes ?

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Results

For parallelogram-free shapes

B-complexity(S) = n -1

n positions

n-1 positions

n-2 positions

2 positions

1 position

1 position

1 position

1 position

1 position



Bound 1

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Results



Second bound

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = ….

Results



What’s an HV-convex polyomino ?

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = ….

Results

What’s this ?



Results

4-connected

The four  4-neighbors 

of a red point

S

Any pair of squares/points is related

by a sequence of neighbors.

4-connectivity



Results

S

Polyomino ?

4-connected



Results

SS

Polyomino ?

NOT 4-connected 4-connected



SS

Polyomino ?Results

Not a polyomino
Polyomino

NOT 4-connected 4-connected



HV-convex ?Results

NOT horizontally convex
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HV-convex ?Results

S

S is vertically convex.

S is horizontally convex.
S is HV-convex.}

S

NOT vertically convex

horizontally convex



What’s an HV-convex polyomino ?

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = ….

Results

HV-convex polyomino

S



Bound 2

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = O( log(n) )

Results

HV-convex polyomino

S

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1



We use a property of monotonicity of HV-convex

polyominoes…

Bound 2Results



A staircase shooting algorithm

with at most O(log(n)) misses

Bound 2Results



A staircase shooting algorithm

with at most O(log(n)) misses

At each miss, the number of 

feasible positions

is divided by 2.

Bound 2Results



Bound 3

For digital convex sets 

B-complexity(S) = …

Bound 3Results

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = O( log(n) )



Bound 3

For digital convex sets 

B-complexity(S) = …

Bound 3Results

And what’s this ?

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = O( log(n) )



Digital convex setResults

Digital convexity means

S is equal to its intersection with its (real) convex hull.

S

S is not digital convex.



Digital convex setResults

Digital convexity means

S is equal to its intersection with its (real) convex hull.

S is digital convex.

SS

S is not digital convex.



Bound 3Results

Digital convex shape

Bound 3

For digital convex sets 

B-complexity(S)=O( … ) 

Bound 1

For any shape

B-complexity(S) ≤ n-1

Bound 2

For HV-convex polyominoes

B-complexity(S) = O( log(n) )



Property of convex shapes ?Results

Digital convex shape
We need a property of these convex shapes…



Blaschke-Lebesgue inequalityResults



width

Reuleaux
triangle

Blaschke-Lebesgue Inequality (1914)

The area of a convex shape is bounded by            𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ≥
1

2
π− 3 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ²

(Equality for Reuleaux triangles). 

Blaschke-Lebesgue inequalityResults
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1

2
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(Equality for Reuleaux triangles). 

Is there a discrete version with the number of 

points instead of the area ? 
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points instead of the area ? 

Barany-Füredi Inequality (2001)

The area of a discrete shape S is bounded by            𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ≤ |4/3 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚|+ 1
where diam is the maximum number of points of S on a line 

and width is the arithmetic width (tight bound).
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The area of a convex shape is bounded by            𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ≥
1

2
π− 3 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ²

(Equality for Reuleaux triangles). 

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 10𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚 = 9 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 9𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚 = 10

Barany-Füredi Inequality (2001)

The area of a discrete shape S is bounded by            𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ≤ |4/3 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚|+ 1
where diam is the maximum number of points of S on a line 

and width is the arithmetic width (tight bound).
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Barany-Füredi Inequality (2001)

The area of a discrete shape S is bounded by            𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ≤ |4/3 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚|+ 1
where diam is the maximum number of points of S on a line 

and width is the arithmetic width (tight bound).

Discrete Blaschke-Lebesgue Inequality (L. Crombez, G. Da Fonseca, Y.G)

The number n of a digital convex shape S is bounded by           𝑛 ≥
1

4
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 + 2

Blaschke-Lebesgue Inequality (1914)

The area of a convex shape is bounded by            𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ≥
1

2
π− 3 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ²

(Equality for Reuleaux triangles). 

Pick formula & …

Blaschke-Lebesgue inequalityResults
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The area of a convex shape is bounded by            𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ≥
1

2
π− 3 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ²

(Equality for Reuleaux triangles). 

Discrete Blaschke-Lebesgue Inequality (L. Crombez, G. Da Fonseca, Y.G)

The number n of a digital convex shape S is bounded by           𝑛 ≥
1

4
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 + 2

(not tight)
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Discrete Blaschke-Lebesgue Inequality (L. Crombez, G. Da Fonseca, Y.G)

The number n of a digital convex shape S is bounded by           𝑛 ≥
1

4
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ2 + 2

(not tight)

width

We use it for bounding the maximum 

number of misses of our algorithm…

Blaschke-Lebesgue inequalityResults
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The set of the feasible positions                               is digital convex….

We compute its arithmetic width….and shot in the direction of the lines…

width=3 (only 3 lines in direction (1,0))
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At each step of the algorithm

The set of the feasible positions                               is digital convex….

We compute its arithmetic width….and shot in the direction of the lines…

width=3 (only 3 lines in direction (1,0))

Shot    k(1,0)  until finding the two first misses with a positive and negative integer k…

With these 2 new misses, we go from Q feasible positions 

to  at most Q3/4 feasible positions

Algorithm with at most log(log(n)) missesResults



With these 2 new misses, we go from Q feasible positions 

to  at most Q3/4 feasible positions

Algorithm with at most log(log(n)) missesResults

width

provides the O(log(log(n))) bound
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Conclusion

A lot of open questions…

B-complexity of polyominoes ?

B-complexity(A U B) ≤ B-complexity(A) + B-complexity(B) ?

B-complexity(A + B) ≤ B-complexity(A) + B-complexity(B) ?

Complexity
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Last word

What I like with the B-complexity ? 

This algorithmic game can be played in any group!!!!!! 

Z Z² ….    Zd Z/nZ
GLn(R)

with any shape i.e finite set

It is invariant by morphisms (injective* on S-S)

∗ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑢′, 𝑣′𝑖𝑛 𝑆: 𝑓 𝑢 − 𝑣 = 𝑓 𝑢′ − 𝑣′ 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑢 − 𝑣 = 𝑢′ − 𝑣′



Thanks a lot for your attention…

Some questions ?


